Floor Restorers and Maintainers
Item ID
MCOSPP14

MCOSPP20

MISFLR14MN

MISFLS12MN

Description
3M 14 Surface Prep Pad Maroon
3M Scotchbrite Surface Preparation Pad 14" with a 3-1/4" center hole. No chemical strippers
needed. Only requires neutral cleaner or water to effectively remove floor finish.Use on Vinyl tile,
marble, terrazzo, concrete and other floor types.

UOM
CS

Scotch-Brite® Surface Preparation Pads
3M Scotchbrite Surface Preparation Pad 20" with a 3-1/4" center hole. No chemical strippers
needed. Only requires neutral cleaner or water to effectively remove floor finish.Use on Vinyl tile,
marble, terrazzo, concrete and other floor types.

CS

PMG Flashback UHS Mop-On Restorer
For maintaining finishes on resilient tile flooring, terrazzo, and all hard surface flooring, including
sealed wood. Ideal for any high speed maintenance program. Enhances and deepens original
gloss. Cleans and restores in one step. Extends strip

CS
MIN

PMG Flashback SB Spray Buff
A blend of polymers, surfactants, and mild solvents that removes all black heel marks and dirt,
replacing them with a brilliant shine that will upgrade the original gloss of the finish.

CS
MIN

Anti Slip & Gloss Restorer
An ideal companion product for use with any high speed maintenance program. Regular use of
this product keeps floors looking great day after day. Special proprietary ingredients bond to the
surface of the floor to create an anti-slip surface, making it id

CS

PMG Topaz Anti-Slip & Gloss Restorer
An ideal companion product for use with any high speed maintenance program. Regular use of
this product keeps floors looking great day after day. Special proprietary ingredients bond to the
surface of the floor to create an anti-slip surface, making it id

CS

16 Nat Hair Blend X Heavy Floor Pad
The most aggressive Burnishing Pad available, these pads offer the ideal combination of natural
PAD4016NATXHVY
hair and synthetic fiber to provide a “wet-look” shine. These pads are best used on machines up
to 3000 RPM.

CS
MIN
PLT

MISTOP14MN

MISTOP25MN

18 Floor Sanding Screen 80 Gr
18" FLOOR SANDING SCREEN 80 GRIT 10/CS
PAD5018-80

CS

Item ID

Description

20 Floor Sanding Screen 100 Gr
20" FLOOR SANDING SCREEN 100 GRIT 10/CS

UOM

CS

PAD5020-100

Starco Fast & Easy No Rinse Finish Emulsifier
Emulsifies and suspends even the most difficult floor finishes. The emulsified solution is then
easily vacuumed up leaving no residue.

CS
PLT

Starco Fast & Easy No Rinse Finish Emulsifier
Emulsifies and suspends even the most difficult floor finishes. The emulsified solution is then
easily vacuumed up leaving no residue.

PL
PLT

STA12747

STA12748

SZCS0725004

SZCS0725005

SZG3035004

SZG3035005

Simoniz® Maintain Acrylic Polymer Spray Buff
Floor Finish Spray Buff. High quality product that maintains the wet look--no skid finish on floors.
Used routinely for floor maintenance between strippings. Excellent scuff and black heel mark
removal. Use on Vinyl Tile, Linoleum, sealed wood, Stone,

CS

Simoniz® Maintain Acrylic Polymer Spray Buff
Floor Finish Spray Buff. High quality product that maintains the wet look--no skid finish on floors.
Used routinely for floor maintenance between strippings. Excellent scuff and black heel mark
removal. Use on Vinyl Tile, Linoleum, sealed wood, Stone,

PL

Simoniz® ReGrip Ultra Restorer
Highly dilutable, high solids restorer. A high solid dilutable one-step anti-clip maintainer.
Economical for large areas. Restores original gloss. Removes black heel marks, scuff marks and
small scratches.

CS

Simoniz® ReGrip Ultra Restorer
REGRIP ULTRA RESTORER 5 GAL PAIL REDUCES SLIP & FALLS

PL

